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No. 57-58. EUROPE AND GLOBAL SECURITY IN THE MEDITERRANEAN › Coord. Elvira Sánchez Mateos

Reports › “Global Security in the Mediterranean”, Elvira Sánchez Mateos (CIDOB Foundation); “Trust and stability in the relations between the European Union and Maghreb”, Henri Burgelin (Board member- Centre d’Etude et de Prospective Stratégique [CEPS]).

Topics › “Development and economic co-operation between the EU and the Mediterranean”, Agnès Levallois (Director, Nord Sud Export) and Santiago Martínez-Caro (Member of the Special Mission for the Mediterranean, Ministry of Foreign Affairs); “Strengthening democratic values in the Mediterranean”, Gamal Soltan (Researcher, Al Ahram Center for Political and Strategic Studies) and Jesús Núñez (Director of the Institute for Studies of Conflicts and Humanitarian Affairs [IECAH]); “Promoting dialogue on security in the Mediterranean”, Alessandro Politi (Former advisor to the Minister for Defence), Martín Ortega, General Christian Quesnot (Director of the Institute of International Affairs and Foreign Policy [INCIPE]) and Admiral Juan Carlos Muñoz Delgado (President - Revista Défense Nationale); “The peace process in the Middle East”, Haní al-Hassan (Director of the Department for Foreign Affairs, Fateh) and Yaacov Bar-Simon-Tov (Director of The Leonard Davis Institute, The Hebrew University); “Integration and sub-regional cooperation in Western Mediterranean: the relations between the EU and Maghreb”, Lluís M. De Puig (MP, House of Representatives), Fouad Ammor (Researcher, Groupement d’Etudes et de Recherches sur la Méditerranée [GERM]), General Félix Sanz (Deputy Director of the State Office for Defence Policies, Ministry of Defence), Alberto Navarro (Director of the General Secretary’s Office, EU Council) and Miquel Nadal (Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs).

Articles › “European Security and Defence Policy: present deficits and future perspectives”, Josep Baqués Quesada (Researcher at the Universitat de Barcelona and the “General Gutiérrez Mellado” University Institute); “The Labour Party, Likud, and the colonisation of the occupied territories: the failure of peace”, Ferran Izquierdo Brichs (Lecturer in International Relations. Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona).


Format › 16,5 cm x 23,5 cm | Pages › 160-200 aprox.
Edition › en castellano | ISSN 1133-6595
Published › every four months
Nº 59. RUSSIA, 10 YEARS LATER › Coord. Carmen Claudín Urondo

Articles › “Russian society: between change and continuity”, Carmen Claudín Urondo (Assistant Director of the CIDOB Foundation); “Ten Years of the New Russia”, Francesc Serra Massansalvador (Lecturer in International Relations, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona); “President and Parliament in Russia: a decade of tense relations”, Lino Xavier València i Montes (Department of Constitutional Law, Political Science and Administration, Universitat de València, Mediterranean Institute of European Studies [IMEE]); “The Russian Economy: A Decade of Transition”, Antonio Sánchez Andrés (Department of Applied Economics, Universidad de Valencia); “Against the rhetoric of complaints: the anthropology of transformations in Russia”, Valery Tishkov (Director of the Institute of Ethnology and Anthropology, Russian Federation Academy of Science); “Russian military doctrine: the soviet inheritance, post-soviet realities, a European perspective”, José Miguel Palacios (Ministry of Defence, Political Analyst. PhD in Political Science) and Paloma Arana (Ministry of Defence political and security analyst. PhD in Political Science); “A decade of the post Cold War era in the Caucasus: the wars in Chechen”, Nora Sainz Gsell (Lecturer in International Relations, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona); “Re-Thinking Russia and Asia: paths that converge and diverge”, Augusto Soto (Professor, Centre for International and Intercultural Studies at the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona and former Lecturer at the Diplomatic Academy of Kazajstán).


Nº 60. MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES

Articles › “Mr. Bush and Mr. Powell: how many policies does the United States have in the Middle East?”, Guillermo Marín Gorbea (Diplomat); “Humanitarian intervention and public opinion: from demand to disenchantment”, Rafael Ajangiz (Department of Political Science and Administration. Faculty of Social Sciences and Communication. Universidad del País Vasco); “The doctrine of human security in Canadian foreign policy. Lloyd Axworthy's contribution to the study of world politics”, Jonathan Ortiz Navarrete (University of Calgary [Canada]); “Macedonia: The Ohrid peace agreement and the difficulties carrying it out” Carlos Flores Juberías (Lecturer in Constitutional Law. Universidad de Valencia); “Building peace in Bosnia-Herzegovina. The challenges, limits, and opportunities of post-war rehabilitation”, Raúl Romeva (Lecturer and coordinator or research and studies at the School of Culture and Peace- UAB); “Lula’s victory: dilemmas and challenges for Brazil”, Bruno Ayllón (Department of International Public Law and International Relations. Faculty of Political Science. Universidad Complutense, Madrid); “Inter-regionalism and ‘global governance’. Some observations on the EU-Mercosur axis”, Amalía Stuhldreher (B.A. in International Relations, PhD. in Political Science. Researcher); “Technoscience and development. Anthropological criticism of the technology transfer processes in the Third World”, Joan Picas Contreras (Ph.D. in Geography and History [Cultural Anthropology]. Universitat de Barcelona); “Development and capabilities: The application of micro-credit from a gender perspective”, Emma Rué (Doctoral programme in International Relations. Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona); “The neo-liberal legacy in southern Africa: the economic and social effects of the adjustment”, Eduardo Bidaurrezaga Aurre (Applied Economics I. UPV/EHU – Hegoa).
Nº 82. AGEING

Articles › “Older persons, old, mature adults, senior citizens, elderly. Heterogeneity as a distinctive element”, Mercè Pérez Salanova (Barcelona Provincial Council. Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona) and José Javier Yanguas Lezaun (Matía Foundation [San Sebastian]); “International advantages of demographic ageing. Demographic changes featuring the elderly”, Julio Pérez Díaz (PhD in Sociology, Researcher at the Centre for Demographic Studies [UAB]); “The Second World Assembly on ageing. A global debate on longevity”, Aurelio Fernández López (Commissioner for the Spanish Organising Committee for the Second World Assembly on Ageing); “Aging in Latin America and the Caribbean. One reading of the Cairo action programme”, Jaume Nadal Roig (Civil Servant for Programmes, Latin America and the Caribbean Division [FNUAP, New York]); “Women and ageing: some notes for an agenda”, Anna Freixas (Universidad de Córdoba); “Seeing the world through the eyes of elderly women. A very enriching experience”, Anna Garcia (Network of women 50 or older).

Appended › A demographic revolution: the data, Chronology of conflicts, Ageing in Sub-Saharan Africa, Internet addresses of interest.

Nº 83. AIDS WORLDWIDE

Articles › “AIDS and development”, Pilar Ramón (Pan-American Health Organisation. Regional Programme of Sexually Transmitted Diseases, HIV and AIDS); “AIDS in countries with high income levels”, Mª Ángeles Rodríguez Arenas (Medicins du Monde, Spain); “AIDS in countries in Eastern Europe and Central Asia”, Mercè Gascó (Director of the Rumanian Initiative Programme for Reproductive Health. President of SIG); “AIDS and adolescence”, The Youth Centre for Birth Control and Sexuality of Barcelona (CJAS); “The HIV vaccinations”, Maite Suárez (Work Group for Treatments for HIV/AIDS [www.gtt-vih.org]); “Concerning access to AIDS vaccines”, Carla Ros Tusquets (International Initiative for the Vaccine for AIDS [IAVI]); “AIDS policies”, Joan R. Villalbi and Patricia García de Olalla (Municipal Institute for Public Health - Barcelona City Council); “The Barcelona Conference”, Maria Franch (Technical Secretary for the Spanish Interest Group in Population and Reproductive Health [SIG]).

Appended › AIDS Worldwide; AIDS and youth; AIDS and adolescence; Barcelona Conference; Internet addresses of interest.
N° 84. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Articles › “Towards sustainable development? Some important decisive moments”, Mireia Tarradell (B.A. in Environmental Sciences, UAB); “Poverty, development, and natural resources. The state of the question”, Helena Barracó (B.A. in Environmental Sciences, UAB); “Johannesburg 2002. The world summit on sustainable development: Rio+10 or Rio-10?”, Toni Pujol Vidal (B.A. in Environmental Sciences, UAB); “Climate change. 1992-2000 Ten years of changes?”, Josep Enric Llebot (Department of Physics, UAB, and member of the Institut d’Estudis Catalans); “The evolution of the planet’s water resources management and the consequences for the objectives of Agenda 21”, Carlos Fernández-Jáuregui (Vice-coordinator of the World Programme for the Evaluation of Water Resources [WWAP]) and Pilar González Meyaui (Coordinator of the WWAP information systems for water); “The Convention on Biodiversity. Policies and action from the global to the local sphere”, Martí Boada (Geograph. PhD. in Environmental Sciences, UAB) Member of the UNEP Spanish Committee) and Esteve Corbera (B.A. in Environmental Sciences (UAB); “Are we ready for ‘thinking locally’? The situation after Johannesburg”, Jeb Brugman (Director. “City-States”, consultant on urban strategies. Founder of the ICLEI).

Anexos › Chronology of conflicts; Principal international instruments. Which direction is international environmental policy taking?; Internet addresses of interest.

N° 85. MACEDONIA

Articles › “Macedonia, a country in transition. A state to be built, a democracy to be consolidated”, Carlos Flores Juberías (Lecturer in Constitutional Law, Universitat de València); “Macedonia’s policies and position as regards foreign relations. The Balkans knot, is it getting tighter or looser?”, Dimitar Mircev (Lecturer in Political Science and Sociology, Universities of Sants Cirili and Metodi, Skopje); “Inter-ethnic relations in Macedonia. A problem of two or more?”, Ruth Ferrero (UNED/University of Columbia); “Brief historical look at Macedonia. Travelling a long road”, Rosa Mari Roig i Berenguer (Assistant researcher to the International Secretariat of the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly).

Appended › Ethnic composition; Profile of Macedonia; Who’s who; Macedonia, in 2001; Basic bibliography; Internet addresses of interest; Selection of documents from the CIDOB data base.
The Mediterranean has been the birthplace of numerous cities. Here, at one point or another, urban development has led to concepts such as urbanity and citizenship. The emergence of dominant cities has been a feature since ancient times and has had a profound effect on the coasts of the Mediterranean. Although these cities lived through periods of splendour they were eclipsed by lengthy dormant periods. But, they were awoken again by the demographic typhoon that swept through the 19th and 20th centuries.

Current Edition

**Nº12 THE MEDITERRANEAN METROPOLIS. Jean-François Troin**

The Mediterranean has been the birthplace of numerous cities. Here, at one point or another, urban development has led to concepts such as urbanity and citizenship. The emergence of dominant cities has been a feature since ancient times and has had a profound effect on the coasts of the Mediterranean. Although these cities lived through periods of splendour they were eclipsed by lengthy dormant periods. But, they were awoken again by the demographic typhoon that swept through the 19th and 20th centuries.

Working Papers

**SERIES: MEDITERRANEAN DIALOGUES**

**Nº 2. EURO-MEDITERRANEAN FINANCING. IS THERE ANOTHER POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE?** Aurèlia Mañé Estrada (Lecturer in Political Economy, Universitat de Barcelona) and Irene Maestro Yarza (Lecturer in Political Economy, Universitat de Barcelona)

*Pages > 44 | Copyright law deposit > B-46797-2001*

**Nº 3. COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE EURO-MEDITERRANEAN REGION.** Jesús A. Núñez Villaverde (Director of the Institute for Studies of Conflicts and Humanitarian Action [IECAH, Madrid])

*Pages > 20 | Copyright law deposit > B-46797-2001*

**Nº 4. THE CULTURAL AND SOCIAL BASKET OF THE BARCELONA DECLARATION.** Antoni Segura Mas (Professor of Contemporary History and Vice-director of the Centre for International Historical Studies [CEHI] at the Universitat de Barcelona)

*Pages > 36 | Copyright law deposit > B-46797-2001*

**SERIES: ASIAN-Spanish Relations**

**Nº 2. THE TRADE AND INVESTMENT SITUATION BETWEEN CATALONIA AND ASIA SEEN FROM WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF SPAIN.** Josep Manel Brañas (Lecturer, Department of Applied Economics - UAB)

*Pages > 36 | Copyright law deposit > B-46802-2001*

**Nº 3. ASIAN COMMUNITIES IN SPAIN.** Joaquín Beltrán y Amelia Sáiz López (Centre for International and Intercultural Studies - Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona. Asia Programme. CIDOB Foundation)

*Pages > 92 | Copyright law deposit > B-46802-2001*
UNDERSTANDING THE MEDITERRANEAN. AN EXAMPLE OF LOCAL COOPERATION

Ignasi Oliveras  Biologist, expert on the Mediterranean.

› A mélange of description and reflection, this book covers a wide range of aspects of the reality, or realities, of the Mediterranean, giving a general picture of the region, which can be a valuable conceptualisation tool for the keen reader. Set out in three parts, text and graphics are combined covering Mediterranean social, political, economic, military and environmental aspects, ending with a brief analysis of cooperation, in particular that of Hospitalet Local Council

Format › 16,5 cm x 23,5 cm / Pages › 160 / ISBN › 84-87072-30-5

INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES OF SPANISH AUTONOMOUS COMMUNITIES CONCERNING LATIN AMERICA: CATALONIA

Christian Freres  (Association of Research and Expertise on Iberoamerican Affairs), Antonio Sanz  (Association of Research and Expertise on Iberoamerican Affairs), Anna Ayuso  (CIDOB Foundation), Francesc Bayo  (CIDOB Foundation).

› This publication forms part of a vast research project spanning more than two years carried out by the Association of Research and Expertise on Iberian-American Affairs (AIETI) and funded by the Tinker Foundation (New York). The original purpose of this research came from the idea that the international activities of Spanish autonomous communities (CCAA) undertaken in Latin America constitute a significant part of Iberian-American relations and, in a qualitative and quantitative manner, improve these relations and lay new paths for Spanish activity in the region. The result was a book edited by Christian Freres, Head of Research at AIETI, where the activities of the prominent Spanish autonomous communities undertaken in Latin America are gathered, processed and analysed for the first time. This abridged Catalan-language version aims to showcase the main general conclusions reached in the research discussed, as well as the experience and evolution of activities in Catalonia. Co-edited by AIETI.

Format › 21 cm x 29,7 cm / Pages › 120 / ISBN › 84-87072-28-3

INTERCULTURAL: BALANCE AND PERSPECTIVES

Noureddine Affaya  (Lecturer in Philosophy, Mohamed V. University, Director of ARCI [Association de Recherche en Communication Interculturelle], Rabat), Yolanda Onghena  (Head of Intercultural Dynamics Programme, CIDOB Foundation), Raul Fornet-Betancourt  (Lecturer Missionswissenschaftliches, Institut Missio e. V., Lateinamerikareferat, Aachen, Germany), Rachida Saïgh Boustia  (Head of Projets Tourisme et Interculturel, Université Cadi Ayyada, Marrakech), Robert Cowen  (Head of Culture, Communication and Societies Academic Group and Reader on Comparative Education, Institute of Education, University of London, UK), Fidel Tubino Arias-Schreiber  (Head Lecturer. Coordinador for PhD studies in Philosophy, Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú, Lima, Peru), Nada Svoj-Dukić  (Senior Researcher Institute for International Relations–IMO, Culture and Communication Department, Zagreb, Croatia), Motoichi Terada  (Lecturer, Department of Intercultural Studies, Nagoya City University, Japan), Miguel Rodrigo Alsina  (Professor of Communication Theory, Faculty of Communication Sciences, UAB), Burhan Ghalioun  (Head of Centre d’Etudes de l’Orient contemporain, Université de la Sorbonne Paris III, France).

› This publication aims to reinstate an international forum on interculturality in order that previous discussions continue. The forum was organised by the CIDOB Foundation and the UNESCO Centre in Catalonia, along with the dialogue division of UNESCO and the Spanish International Cooperation Agency (AECI).

Format › 21 cm x 29,7 cm / Pages › 240 / ISBN › 84-87072-29-1
NEW SECURITY ISSUES IN LATIN AMERICA

Joseph S. Tulchin (Programme Director for Latin America Woodrow Wilson International Center), Narcís Serra Serra (President of the CIDOB Foundation), Jesús M. Rodés Gràcia (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona), Raúl Benítez Manaut (Researcher at the Centre for Research on North America, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México [UNAM]), Cristina Eguizábal (Head of the Programmes in the Unit - Human Rights and International Cooperation in the Ford Foundation’s Peace Justice Programme), Salvador Martí Puig (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona).

This publication is the result of the seminar - which took place in October 2001 as part of the Latin America Programme of the CIDOB Foundation - on dealing, using different approaches, with a specific contemporary issue in Latin America: reflections on new security parameters, military missions and the role of the armed forces in vulnerable democracies.

Format › 21 cm x 29,7 cm / Pages › 104 / ISBN › 84-87072-27-5